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The first ever Design for Change (DFC) event was held at Redhill School,
Sandton in Johannesburg and was attended by ten different schools whose
learners exhibited creativity and insights on creating a better world they would
want to live in.
The inaugural program, the Changemaker Catalyst Lab, held on June 10th,
got primary and high school students to unleash their 21st century superpowers
to lead change in their communities!
This ground-breaking programme, founded by Kiran Bir Sethi (Ashoka Fellow
and Global Teacher Prize Finalist) is part of the international, multi-awarded
Design for Change (DFC) movement endorsed by the Harvard School of
Education and UN Global Goals.
Across Europe, on the 9th of June, DFC signed a collaboration with OIEC the International Organization of Catholic Schools- that takes Design for Change
to over 240,000 schools worldwide, and Scholas Occurrentes - the organization
that the Pope created in Argentina in 2001, to make students from public and
private schools take action thereby taking Design for Change to over 446.000
schools worldwide.
DFC South Africa will hold 12 labs that will empower 1200 students, 240
teachers, 120 volunteers to create two Changemaker Catalyst, 240 student-led
stories of change, 960 media articles by December 2017.
Main collaborating partners of DFC South Africa include eduSoil, Clothes to
Good, Media24 WeCan24 and THISABILITY Newspaper.
Please take advantage of the opportunity to participate and support the global
trend of service learning.
Contact: Jesse on email: jesse@c2cx.co.za

www.thisability.co.za
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ONLINE ADVERT

SPECIAL

Take advantage of our Online
advert special, running from
June to December 2017.
Book 3 consecutive months A5
adverts @R2 000 per month*
*Advert booked deadline last Friday of every month. Issue goes to
print first Monday of every month. Payment is to be made prior to
publication going live.

Also FREE banner placement on our website

THISABILITY NEWSPAPER subscribes to the South African Press Code
that prescribes news that is truthful, accurate, fair and balanced.
If we don’t live up to the standards set in the Code, please contact the
Public Advocate in the Press Council at 011 484 3612/8, Fax: 011 4843619.
Website: www.presscouncil.org.za.

SAB FOUNDATION OFFERING
ASSISTANCE TO THE JOB MARKET
The SAB Foundation has formed a partnership with HeePD (Hub Employment Ecosystems for People with
Disabilities), with a contribution of R2 100 000.
Launched in February 2017, HeePD seeks to benefit people with disabilities by creating a Hub ecosystem
that provides employment, enterprise and innovation, including job prospects and placements for corporate
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partners.
“HeePD came in to being based on my own experience as a person with a disability, as well as from
my observations as someone who’s worked in, and recruited for the corporate world. HeePD is a way of
equalising the playing field for people with disabilities on a meaningful level, by addressing the main issues
facing people with disabilities in getting jobs – creating permanent jobs in convenient locations and providing
transport”, explains Founder of HeePD, Riad Masoet.
“The government target is to have 7.5% of people with disabilities employed in corporate South Africa.
The actual employment figure is closer to 1%”, says Masoet. “Our goal, with the help of the SAB Foundation,
is to create 100 jobs over the next two years with this pilot project. Naturally those 100 jobs will have an
exponential positive effect in the community”.
The partnership came about as part of the SAB Foundation’s focus on building opportunities for some of
the most vulnerable of South Africa’s society, particularly people with disabilities.
“The SAB Foundation is committed to supporting projects aimed at uplifting people with disabilities and
HeePD is absolutely groundbreaking. It’s the first project of its kind – and we are delighted to contribute to its
success with funding. It is our hope that this pilot will prove the beginning of a successful model that can be
replicated elsewhere”, says Bridgit Evans, Director of the SAB Foundation.
This working pilot project with HeePD focuses on three distinct areas; the establishment of contact centres
and help desks, urban farming and recycling.
“We’ve started upgrading the infrastructure to create the ecosystem at our pilot site - the Cape Town
Association for the Physically Disabled in Bridgetown, Athlone. We’ll be offering skills development and
training, bridging courses for students and jobs for people with disabilities here”, explains Masoet. “Eventually
companies will be able to support their services with our contact centres and help desks, staffed by people
with visual and hearing impairments”.
The urban farming project is up and running and the infrastructure development for the recycling project
is under way. Ultimately HeePD aims to establish 20 more hubs by 2020. In addition to the hubs, HeePD will
also be providing transport with its ZiPD shuttle service which is launching towards the end of June. “At the
moment we have two vehicles and will be operating in the Cape Flats for now, but hope to roll this out further”,
says Masoet.
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Students with disabilities along with staff from the UKZN Disability Support Unit pictured with the distributor of the SmartCaneTM.

NEW SMARTCANETM FOR THE BLIND
UKZN’s Disability Support Services Unit recently hosted a demonstration of the New

UKZN currently supports a significant number of 709 students with diverse disabilities at the

SmartCaneTM which offers blind persons the added benefit of using technology to assist in

institution. These students benefit from specialised services that attempt to equalise access for

their accessibility and mobility on and off-campus.

all students with disabilities.

The SmartCaneTM device is a mobility aid for people with visual impairments that fits onto

The SmartCaneTM technology was demonstrated by co-inventor of the device, Mr Piyush

a standard white cane and enhances its capabilities. The device allows for the detection of

Chanana, who works as a Senior Research Scientist at Assistech Technologies Lab, IIT

above-knee height obstacles that cannot usually be detected by use of the standard white

Delhi. He has significant experience in research, development and dissemination of assistive

cane alone.

technology solutions for visually-disabled persons. He is currently pursuing his PhD in the

It uses ultrasonic sensors for detection and provides information on distance to users

field of travel aids for persons with visual disabilities. Piyush and his research team work on

through distinctive vibratory patterns. The device is capable of detecting obstacles within three

a number of innovative assistive technologies that support access and social inclusion of

metres in long range mode (outdoors) and 1.8 meters in short range mode (indoors).

visually-impaired persons.

The pre-warning about the presence of the obstacles allows for easier avoidance of
obstacles and path finding. Overall, the effective usage of SmartCaneTM device supports the
greater independence and safety of visually impaired persons.

The demonstration was attended by blind students at UKZN and staff from the Disability

UKZN currently has 256 visually-impaired students of which 37 are totally blind and make
use of the white Cane to navigate around the University.

The SmartCaneTM is widely used in India and across Asia. Disability Management Services
has undertaken to introduce and distribute the SmartCaneTM in South Africa and Africa.

The Disability Support Unit at

Support Unit at UKZN.
Story by Nevil Balakrishna
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CAN ADHD
CAUSE LOW
SELF-ESTEEM
IN WOMEN?
Your desk’s a mess, you missed your son’s soccer match, you’ve forgotten everything on your
to-do list – or you don’t have one. Being forgetful, distracted and feeling like you can’t manage

Their inability to achieve academically, provide support for their partner and children and
maintain a healthy schedule means they constantly feel judged, disorganised and scattered.

all of life’s many responsibilities can knock your self-esteem – but did you ever stop to think

The price of being unable to perform is often low self-esteem, which in turn can result in

it might be ADHD? About four million women in the world have ADHD, and some don’t even

other complications. Women with ADHD show higher rates of depression, anxiety and eating

know it.

disorders, all of which can precipitate negative self-image.

Women with untreated ADHD often find ways to hide their struggles well. But in silence,
they feel ashamed and suffer from low self-esteem. They find it difficult to make lasting social
connections and feel frustrated when things don’t go according to plan.
Missed diagnosis
ADHD in women is often missed and goes undiagnosed from an early age. The ratio of

Divorce and unemployment is also more prevalent in women with undiagnosed ADHD,
which can be either the cause or effect of the low self-esteem.
If you start showing any of these symptoms and you’re depressed or anxious about not
having your life together you should see a doctor to see if it could be ADHD. Accurate diagnosis
along with an effective treatment plan will alleviate symptoms and allow you to better manage

boys to girls diagnosed with ADHD is high – nine boys are diagnosed for every one girl. This is

your life.

because ADHD presents itself differently in boys than it does in girls.

Boosting self-esteem

Boys with ADHD are traditionally known for hyperactivity and disruptive behaviour. These

Low self-esteem, although a significant psychological challenge, can be improved. Once

symptoms are more ‘outward’ and are noticed by parents and teachers more easily, which

you’ve consulted with a healthcare practitioner and decided on an effective treatment plan, you

leads to ADHD being diagnosed and treated.

can start the journey to improving self-esteem.

In girls, the symptoms of ADHD typically aren’t as disruptive. They’re either quiet

Replace negative self-talk with positive. Set small, achievable goals and reward yourself

daydreamers, who keep to themselves, which is seen as less problematic. As such, they fly

for completing tasks. Reduce unnecessary commitments and stress and negotiate with

under the radar at school and the ADHD is left undiagnosed and untreated. But the impact in

colleagues, friends or your partner to assist with tasks, and find room to work the way you need

later life is substantial – when ADHD goes untreated for years women can develop anxiety,

to. Seek out professional psychological help if need be.

depression, and low self-esteem, along with the condition itself.
Societal pressure
It may be societal expectations that make life with ADHD so challenging for women, which
leads to feelings of inadequacy. Women are traditionally expected to be organisers, planners

The diagnosis of ADHD, at any stage of life, might come as a welcome relief. It might
help explain the many struggles experienced throughout your life – in work, relationships and
negative self-image. And with an accurate diagnosis and the right treatment, the symptoms can
be effectively managed for a more organised, peaceful and happier future.

and multi-taskers. They’re often expected to keep track of important dates and school events

For more information on the symptoms, impact and treatment of ADHD, visit myadhd.co.za

and facilitate day-to-day household tasks. This can be all the more difficult for women with

or MyADHD on Facebook. Take the self-assessment test on myadhd.co.za if you think you

ADHD, who might struggle to prioritise, plan ahead and focus on one task at a time.

might be showing symptoms of ADHD.

DISABILITY AND SEXUALITY: STORIES FROM SOUTH AFRICA
The Disability and Sexuality Project explores the prevailing myths and attitudes towards the sexuality of people with physical disabilities in South Africa. There is an increasing recognition that
sexual health is a human right, yet, research evidence suggests that people with disabilities may be generally excluded from living fully sexual and sexually healthy lives. A major social barrier
previously identified is the assumption that persons with disabilities (such as physical disabilities) are asexual, and thus not perceived as sexual persons.
The Disability and Sexuality Project is a collaborative, creative research project that aims to:
1.

investigate the attitudes of the general population towards the sexuality of people with
disabilities in South Africa;

2.

explore the experiences of stigma and barriers to fulfilling sexual relationships among
people with disabilities in South Africa;

3.

raise public awareness about the intersection between disability stigma and sexuality;

4.

The Disability and Sexuality Project was made possible by funding from the International
Foundation of Applied Disability Research (www.firah.org)

The website presents some of the work that has been conducted, and includes details about
was done; photographs and personal stories of people with physical disabilities themselves,
short documentary videos, and publications related to the project.
The project was conducted by:
•

Dr Poul Rohleder, School of Psychology, University of East London, United Kingdom

•

Mr Mussa Chiwaula, Director General of the Southern African Federation of the
Disabled, Botswana

•

Prof Leslie Swartz; Department of Psychology; Stellenbosch University, South Africa

•

Dr Stine Hellum Braathen; SINTEF Technology and Society, Department of Health
Research; Norway

•

Dr Mark Carew, School of Psychology, University of East London, United Kingdom

•

Ms Xanthe Hunt, Department of Psychology, Stellenbosch University, South Africa

Front row (L-R) Mussa Chiwaula, Stine Hellum Braathen, Poul Rohleder
Back row (L-R) Leslie Swartz, Mark Carew, Xanthe Hunt
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CELEBRATION
AT THE CROWN
GOSPEL AWARDS
The Carnival City in Johannesburg recently hosted the Crown Gospel
Blestival to commemorate 10 years of the Crown Gospel Awards.
A variety of gospel acts praised and worshipped in a showcase that
debuted the gospel theatrical play, Maria.
One of the headlining acts was Sgwili Zuma, a gospel artist with
albinism. THISABILITY met up with him for a recap of the event and his
rise in the genre of gospel music.
TN: Congratulations on your performance and your participation in
this event. Tell us about tonight and the role of your music?
SZ: “Tonight is about being myself, representing KZN artists, albinism
- the killings, abuse of women and children. We are busy with programs
in relation to awareness pushing the education towards discrimination
on ALBINISM. I am working very closely with the Albinism Association
of South Africa and Mama Nomasonto Mazibuko trying to address the
problems that they have and problem that I have as Sgwili Zuma.

I stand here today representing albinism and letting you know that you can be anything
you want to be. People will judge you and assume you are incapable of your own dreams and

Working very hard to go into the real area where the information on albinism is not

goals, but I am here showing you that anyone is capable. People who are classified under

accessible. We have a problem. - persons with albinism have talents. Others are educated and

disability or face any challenges physically need to let go of the anger. Once one lets go of

others fear to get out of the house and go to school and that’s where I come in. If you do not

the anger, one has room to stand up and present themselves as individuals with possibilities.”

get an education yet you want to be a doctor then an opportunity presents itself and there is no
qualification - that is a problem.
My role is to develop the individual with albinism to empower them. To grow their selfesteem because with the conditions they are subjected to. They do not look after their skins

Echoing on the representation and diversity of gospel artists, the renowned Dr Rebecca
Malope commented, “We love Sgwili- we share the stage together. He is our brother. I’ve
hosted him on my show, Gospel Time and he is doing a fabulous job. I urge others who believe
they have talent to my show. I believe in representation and the door is open.”

hence skin cancer and death. Some do not know how to stand up for themselves and some

The celebrations commenced all the way close to midnight with the likes of Benjamin Dube,

of the women give themselves to men because they cannot sustain themselves. They are a

Andile KaMajola, Rebecca Malope, Solly Mahlangu, Dumi Mkokstad and many more gracing

million problems that we are currently facing but if I can start focusing on a few, I know we can

the stage.

progress.

VEGA STUDENTS BEAT THE
CLOCK IN DESIGN COMPETITION
To bring out the best in budding design geniuses, the National Council of and for Persons with
Disabilities (NCPD) gave Vega students 12 hours to design its new logo in a Design Jam.

Story by Regina-Mary Ndlovu.

CREATING UNIVERSALLY
INCLUSIVE DESIGNS
Vega students in Johannesburg and Pretoria simultaneously presented their final proposed
logos to Flow Communications, their Vega lecturers and to two businesswomen with disabilities

The 77-year-old Council changed its name from the National Council for Persons with

who are spokespersons for the NCPD. Members of the audience viewing the presentations

Physical Disabilities in South Africa last year but a new name, and a renewed focus to build

included parents at both campuses to attend the school’s Open Day, and other Vega students

a society that offers equal economic and social opportunities to all South Africans, required a

and lecturers.

new visual identity and logo.
Vega School, collaborating with Flow Communications on behalf of the NCPD, devised the
challenging competition. Apart from designing a new NCPD logo, a key aim of the Design Jam

Kevin Collins, the head of strategy for Flow Communications, says, “The passion, the
meaning behind their logos, the creativity and the explanations about how their logos connect
to the disability sector, were amazing.

was to expose Vega students to the rush (both the time pressure and the kick of adrenaline) of

“The experience we gave the students was the same as they will get in the real world

having to produce coherent creative concepts under pressure and in a short space of time, as

and they produced world-class logos. It was astonishing and amazing to see all these young

it is often the case at agencies such as Flow Communications.

people producing such great logos in such a short time.” By the middle of this month Flow

Commenting on the Design Jam, Vega national programme manager Lizette Carstens says

Communications will shortlist and present a selection of the logos to the NCPD. Then it will be

she was impressed by how the students performed with a demanding brief. “The new visual

up to the NCPD, along with its nine provincial affiliates, to select the winning logo, which will be

identity needed to reflect inclusivity of all forms of disabilities, as per the very broad definition in

announced later this year.

our Constitution. It also had to reflect the importance of including persons with disabilities into

“A positive spin-off from the event was the sensitisation of the students to challenges faced

society. The design also had to show that the council is a modern and purposeful organisation

by persons with disabilities in accessing their rights. They really had to think about this carefully,

that does vital advocacy work, and is a trusted partner in the disability sector. It was not a

and it showed in the results. We know that these students will always remember the challenges

simple challenge, but our students rose to the occasion.”

of creating universally inclusive designs as they go through their careers,” concludes Carstens.
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eDEAF CELEBRATES A DECADE OF CHANGING LIVES

June 2017 marks a decade of success for eDEAF, a proudly Deaf led
organisation that offers training courses and learnership programs to
empower Deaf communities for business.
Established in 2007 by Nazereen Captieux-Bhana (a profoundly Deaf
community role model) and Jesse Kotze (a hearing member of one of
South Africa’s largest Deaf families), eDEAF made South African history by
pioneering formal training, conducted by Deaf facilitators to Deaf students in
their first language, South African Sign Language.
Through their partnered solutions approach, eDEAF strives to provide
the open labour market with trained and skilled Deaf people who are ready
to become part of the mainstream economy.
Over the past ten years eDEAF has assisted close to 3000 students

SIGN LANGUAGE JUST A CLICK AWAY?
Download the eDeaf APP

in gaining formal training and finding employment with over 120 different
businesses in various fields.
“The Deaf community is one of the most marginalized groups in South
Africa due to the fact that they cannot communicate freely with the hearing
world. As such they are often regarded as incompetent or not intelligent,

Want to start communicating with Deaf members of your community?
Need a quick Sign Language reference tool for work or home?
The eDeaf SASL (South African Sign Language) app is the answer.
Download it and try it out today!

and not fit to be employed. This is far from the truth!” explains eDEAF CEO,
Nazereen Captieux-Bhana.
Many local companies have taken the brave step of employing Deaf
persons with great success, proving that in some career fields the Deaf can
be just as good as, or even better than hearing employees.
eDEAF has grown to a staff compliment of over 50 (the majority of whom
are Deaf), and operates from four training hubs, in Gauteng, the Western
Cape and Kwa-Zulu Natal.
“Our growth and success is due to our holistic services approach in
providing continuous support to companies who have employed Deaf
people,” says eDEAF COO, Jesse Kotze.
Another groundbreaking milestone that eDEAF have been instrumental

how does it work?
It’s easy!
Simply download the
SASL app and search for
a word or phrase.
Then play a video of
the specific sign.

signs included in the app?
1

Days of the week

2

Months of the year

3

Emergency services

4

General greetings

in, is the development of an easily accessible South African Sign Language
smart phone application that was launched in April this year. “The goal of this
app is to bridge the communication gap between Deaf and the hearing by

can’t find a word?

how do i download it?

allowing people to simply search for a word or specific phrase on any mobile
device that has the free app installed,” says Nazereen.
eDEAF aims to continue to unleash the social and economic
empowerment of the Deaf community and add value to the economy for
many more years to come.
“As we proudly reflect on a decade of empowerment and changing lives,
we will continue to look at the world through the Deaf community’s eyes
and endeavor to show businesses that Deaf people can do anything, except
hear” conclude Nazereen and Jesse.
Story Submitted

1

Contact us using the
Home panel on the
app and we will have
the word uploaded.

App is FREE

2

Available on Android
and iPhone.

3

Search for SASL, click
‘install’, and you’re
all set.

Please note that this app does not replace the role of an interpreter in formal situations.
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NEW WAVE OF THERAPY FOR AMPUTEES
Virtual Reality (VR) is a term that we have all been hearing a lot about lately, but the true extent

Even stroke patients are vastly improving their quality of life through the use of CAREN,

of this tool can go much deeper than just a gaming gadget. VR has been adopted by various

Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment, post stroke victims have experienced positive

major industries such as NASA for navigating robots on Mars, courtrooms for better 3D imagery

results, taking a step further on the road to recovery. Psychological, physical, and cognitive

to assist the jury inter judgments, shopping, travel, automobile designs, educational facilities,

benefits are all a part of engaging in VR activities as patients engage in Virtual Reality

museums and lastly the health industry which is already vastly benefiting from VR in many

experiences. Research has found that VR and stroke rehabilitation has been effective in

different areas.

addressing motor deficits and shorten the recovery process for many patients, improving their

The most innovative being the rehabilitation process for amputees experiencing phantom

motor functioning in ways that are not possible through physical therapy alone.

pain. Phantom pain is common amongst people who have had a limb amputated. By definition

Virtual reality therapy for stroke victims has infinite possibly and potential. It was proven

phantom pain, is a pain that comes from a body part that is no longer there. This pain may be

to help improve motor impairment as mentioned in a 2011 study published by the American

shooting, sharp, burning, stabbing or throbbing sensation. The exact cause of phantom pain

Stroke Association found. In the 2011 study found that 11 out of 12 studies previous studies

is still unknown but it appears to originate from the brain and spinal cord. As the nerve signals

showed a significant benefit from rehabilitation with virtual reality.

are abruptly stopped in the stump, signals are then sent to the brain alarming it that something
must be wrong i.e. pain.

This new wave of virtual reality based therapy will vastly shorten the rehabilitation process
by optimising and expediting the recovery process. Hopefully, amputees will be able to access

Up to 80% of amputees will have to deal with phantom pain at some point, although the

these therapeutic methods in the comfort of their own home one day and will be able to return

duration, type, and intensity of pain will vary from person to person. No pain management

back into society faster and live a fulfilled pain-free life they deserve.

methods have been proven to help amputees deal with phantom pain and often people revert

By Emily Gray (Amputee Reintegration & Motivational Specialist)

to antidepressants or morphine. Neither of which actually reduce levels of pain nor create
additional negative side effects. However, the growth of VR has opened up an exciting method
of therapy for patients suffering from phantom pain as well as people affected by stroke,
arthritis, disk disease, bone injuries and osteoporosis.

Emily Gray was diagnosed with an osteosarcoma at 11 years old which resulted in her
having her left leg amputated through the hip. She then went on to represent South
Africa at 3 Paralympic Games. She now helps amputees and cancer patients reintegrate
back into society by looking at their physical and mental wellbeing.

Benefits of VR in rehabilitation may be:
• Ecological validity i.e. results that can be generalized to real-life situations
• Stimulus control and consistency
• Real-time performance feedback
• Independent practice
• Stimulus and response modifications that are contingent on a user’s physical abilities
• A safe testing and training environment
• The opportunity for graduated exposure to stimuli
• The ability to distract or augment the performer’s attention
• Motivation for the performer
Dr Max Ortiz Catalan is a leading researcher in the field of phantom pain and VR. Max
and his team designed a therapy that involves augmented reality, and tested it on a patient,
whom had been struggling with phantom pain for over 48 years. Electrodes recorded muscle
signals from the stump of the patient’s arm, and used software to convert those signals into
movement of a virtual arm, superimposed over a video of the patient taken with a webcam. By
thinking about moving his missing arm, the patient was able to control the virtual arm, using
it to perform tasks such as driving a simulated car in a racing game. The patient reported that
his pain gradually reduced, and he experienced pain-free periods over the course of his virtual
reality treatments. He said his hand changed from feeling painfully clenched to feeling open
and relaxed.

OPINION: BEING AN INVISIBLE EMPLOYEE IN THE WORK PLACE
By Mncedisi Mdunyelwa

existing legislation and policies for provision of reasonable accommodation, but what must be

During the past two decades, the situation of professionals with disabilities has changed.

really worked upon is attitude towards disability. The critical question is employers willing to

We have expanded our career aspirations. As blind people, for example, we are no longer

hire persons with disabilities because one must comply with the law and meet the required

confined to basket making, switchboard operating, music or law. We have seen the integration

employment equity targets? Many times you find employers wanting people with disabilities to

of people with visual impairment into different fields, such as social work, physiotherapy,

fill some positions. However, they will specify that they do not want blind people.

education, politics, managerial positions, etc. Integration, however, does not necessarily mean

It is important at this point to reflect on one of the interesting meeting our section held with

acceptance and equality nor does it mean that the stress and frustration

another section in the department. About three quarter of the meeting the

created by prejudice and attitude has been resolved.

visually impaired colleague and I were addressed as if we are from an NGO

The world of business today is very different from the world of business

of the disabled people and not part of the department as employees and as

three decades ago. Advances in technology plus the evolving work in this

managers. Further, non-disabled facilitators in meetings will make sure that

country have contributed to the business environment of the 21st century.

they only give a disabled person on items they think pertains to disability

The development of inclusive policy and legislative frameworks has led to

only. It is forgotten that our competencies are not always disability.

people with disabilities participation in the employment sector and changes

Our opinions as professionals with disabilities, even on the subject of

in many aspects of South African life. It is a notable fact that there are

disability are not generally rewarded with the same validity as the opinions

some issues that continue to plague blind and partially sighted people as

of non-disabled professionals, particularly medical experts. I do not of

they attempt to progress in the professional fields.

course dispute that they may be dealing with facts. The question is rather

Noted is that people with disabilities constitute less than 2% of the total

one of whether these facts can be adequately interpreted from a strictly

labour force. Most people with disabilities remain in the lower levels of

non-disabled person point of view. Are these facts simply processed

employment for more than two decades.

in such a way that there is necessarily built upon them an image of the

One of the difficulties is that in most cases blind people are restricted

disabled person as inadequate?

to play meaningful leadership roles and even if they are employed at

There is much that needs to change so that we can fully participate and

managerial level sighted people should make decisions on their behalf.

be productive in the work place, and much about support we get or do not

Many of us, especially people with visual impairment, realise that number

get needs rethinking. Like many visually impaired people, I have no doubt

of restrictive environment and disabling barriers restrict us from securing an

Mncedisi Mdunyelwa

equivalent lifestyle to non-disabled people. To me to be disabled persons
means to be discriminated against or someone else takes decisions without your consent.
Important to note is that social exclusion is often the hardest to overcome. Negative
stereotypes are commonly attached to disability. The consequences are particularly severe for
visually impaired people who are subject to social, cultural, economic, political disadvantages
due to inability to see.

that it is not my blindness that keeps me away from being recognised with
my capabilities, but it is the attitude of others towards my disability. The key

to ensure integration and inclusion of visually impaired persons in the work place is to listen to
visually impaired people and to take full account of their views in making decisions as well as
tackling negative attitudes.
We need to build up a picture of what it is like to be a person with a visual impairment in a
world run by non-disabled people. This involves treating opinions and experiences of visually

In my years of activism in the disability movement, I realised that seeking equal employment

impaired people as valid and important; more than this, they must be nurtured and given an

opportunities is difficult for people with visual impairment. If you are fortunate to get employment,

overriding significance. Our experiences must be expressed in our words and integrated in the

it will be either under-employment or experience subtle discrimination. We are thankful for the

consciousness of mainstream society.
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APP TO ASSIST IN THE FIGHT
AGAINST CANCER
Can you imagine if those fighting cancer could use their cell phones to help beat the disease?
The possibility is closer than you think, but your help is needed to make it a reality.
Cancer fighters could soon be armed with medically supported tools and content to help
increase their survival rate, now that the prototype for the Cancer Dojo mobile app is complete.
Getting it into their hands is only a click away with a global crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo
set to raise the first R100 000 from South Africans. This will be used to complete the first stage
of development to make the app compatible with Android and iOS devices and geographically
relevant to wherever it is used.
Cancer Dojo is the brainchild of cancer survivor and international award-winning Creative
Director, Conn Bertish. He explains that the app turns cancer patients into cancer warriors
by helping them to boost their own immune systems and augment the effects of their
treatments through the use of creative techniques, tasks and fun challenges informed by
Psychoneuroimmunology - the science behind how our minds affect how our bodies behave. It
also uses a combination of online, mobile and social media technologies together with visual,
auditory and community stimuli.
According to Bertish, “The Cancer Dojo app will be a space where cancer warriors can
learn, find purpose within their disease and grow stronger whilst sharing skills and boosting
their resilience within a supportive, inspired community.”
Bertish beat a severe and rare form of adult brain cancer in 2013, using the power of
imagination and visual thinking to immerse himself in his bout with the disease and enhance
the traditional treatments that he was prescribed.

app is exactly what the world needs right now - a modern-day solution to helping millions.”
Dr Claudius van Wyk, a member of the Scientific and Medical Network in the UK, concurs,

Using his pen, paper and playful problem solving attitude, he began drawing a series of

“Cancer Dojo is a worthy endeavour to give the practical effect of the application of new

metaphors that helped him visualise his tumour and the multiple effects that different treatments

Psychoneuroimmunology insights to those affected by this challenging condition, of whom

would have on his cells.

Conn Bertish is a noteworthy exemplar.”

He was also able to concentrate energy where his body needed it most - augmenting the
effects of his chemotherapy, radiation and numerous surgeries by linking his mind to his body
in a playful, targeted way. This enabled him to prepare different organs, glands and muscles to
combat the many negative side-effects of his debilitating treatments.
Bertish then took this thinking into everyday life. It became a game, a daily routine. He had
found a playful, fear-debunking way to interact with his cancer and imagine himself beating it.

Oncologist, Dr Garth Davids, adds, “A vital step in any cancer journey is to be empowered
to face its many challenges. Conn’s journey inspires and empowers.”
Bertish’s ideas of using creativity to engender health and resilience have not only been
given the nod by the local medical fraternity, but also saw him receiving a standing ovation from
the International Society of Paediatric Oncology after delivering the opening address at the
organisation’s congress in Cape Town. Plus, he was invited to speak at the IF Italians Festival

Ultimately, his creative thinking increased his chances of survival and Bertish has since

of Design Thinking in Italy and Cannes Lions Festival of Creativity in the US, sharing the stage

been urged by doctors, oncologists, neurologists and professors of science to use his

with the likes of Secretary-General of the United Nations, Ban Ki-moon; musician, Iggy Pop

experience and share this playful visual approach (dubbed Dojo Thinking) with the world. The

and actor, Will Smith.

result is The Cancer Dojo.

“The Cancer Dojo app helps patients unlock the powerful ways that they can play an active

Former head of Western Cape Government’s Department of Health, Dr Tom Sutcliffe, says,
“At last a brilliant app that helps a lay person understand and thoroughly engage with his or her
cancer on a creative, self-healing path.”

and positive role in their own healing and recovery. We just need the world to help us make it
real,” concludes Bertish.
To pledge your support and help increase the global cancer survival rate;

Top South African integrative medicine specialist and Medical Director of The Hummingbird
Cancer Centre, Dr James Laporta, states, “This is an evolution in health care - the Cancer Dojo

Visit https://igg.me/at/cancerdojoapp. Find out more about Cancer Dojo at http://www.
cancerdojo.org or follow them on Facebook and Twitter.

MAKING LEMONADE OUT OF THE LEMONS OF ADVERSITY
By Thabiso Molopo

decided to buy a car after my payout so I could use it to go and sell chicken livers at Dube Taxi

SKS Business Solutions is a construction company that offers services in civil works and
access control. Based in Khanda Industrial Park, Roodepoort, the company employs 28
permanent staff and 50 casuals in three locations – Rustenburg in North West, Amersfoort in
Mpumalanga and Roodepoort, Gauteng.
and

director,

me.”
He did not give up even after he lost his wife to cancer in 2010. He was then left to raise their
three children, Khanyisile, Siphamandla and Nhlakanipho, now 27, 24 and 14, respectively.

The power behind SKS is
founder

Rank. I took my kids along when they came back from school which made things easier for

“Being raised by a father with disability has

Siphiwe

never been any different to being raised by an

Zwane, who is a paraplegic.

abled-bodied father, because my dad is an amazing

“My company has a turnover of

man, says Siphamandla, who is an operations

R30-million a year, our main clients

coordinator at SKS Business Solutions. “His lack of

being PRASA and Eskom. I try by

mobility has made our relationship very strong as I

all means to make a difference in

go with him everywhere.”

our country as we know that the

He mentors a number of persons with disability.

unemployment rate is very high,

“I also have a passion to help persons with

especially amongst the youth,”

disability, especially knowing that it’s hard to get

says the man from Meadowlands,

jobs if you have disability. I help other people with

Soweto.

disability, especially those who have companies.

Zwane was shot by three men in

I send them information about opportunities they

1992, when he and his wife visited

can look out for,” says Zwane.

a friend in Meadowlands.

Zwane says information sharing is vital for

“They wanted my car and I

entrepreneurs and that he is not afraid to voice

gave them willingly, but when I tried

his concerns when he sees that government

walking away, one of them shot me

institutions or private companies’ facilities are not

in my spinal code I was later told by
the doctors that I would never walk

Siphiwe Zwane with some of his staff members

again. That was the most difficult
time of my life.” From then on, he had to use a wheelchair.
“I got a pay cut after my accident because I could no longer be more productive at my

accommodative.
“Opportunities must come to the communities,”
he says. “The government must do so because
transport is a problem for persons with disability. The policies in the government are right, but
transport is the main problem for people with disability.”

previous employer. I had to take the risk and I eventually started my own business in1995. I

Zwane says he is building his company so he can employ more people. He encourages

wanted to be independent and support my family properly,” says the 50-year-old entrepreneur.

persons with disabilities to start their own companies. “Having your own company will make

Zwane’s entrepreneurial skills showed after he was retrenched, for medical reasons. “I

you more independent. It won’t only benefit persons with disability but the country as a whole.”
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ABLE MOTHERING
FOR MOTHERS WITH
DISABILITY
By Kgomotso Meso
“Congratulations, you are pregnant!” Those words would bring
joy to any woman whose hopes for raising a family had looked slim.
Motherhood is one of the most selfless joys that God grant to women.
However, it can be a Catch-22 for women with a disability in a society
that still sees “disability” as taboo.
Against the odds that are put by society for them, women with
disabilities are defying every one of them and prove daily that not only
are they able to be exceptional mothers to their children, but they also
do it with finesse and grace. But, there are uncertainties and concerns
with being a woman with a disability and falling pregnant.
Puleng Moloka, 28, from Katlehong, was seven in 1996, when she

Puleng Moloka

Lorraine Mosioua with her son

was diagnosed with Spinal TB. She then went for spinal repair surgery,
and now is a paraplegic, using a wheelchair as means of mobility.
“When I found out I was pregnant in 2013, I was both nervous and happy at the same time,”
says Moloka. “My greatest concern was my baby because I confirmed my pregnancy at 17
weeks. I knew I had to do my best to stay healthy so that my baby would have the best chance
of being healthy. My other concern was if my disability would affect my unborn child.”
Lorraine Mosioua, a paraplegic who uses crutches, had a different worry.
“My concern, more than anything, was how I would tell my mother. I was petrified. I really
didn’t think about the physical side of things at that stage, I only got concerned about the actual

sweat the little things that I am not able to do - what matters are the things that we can do
together.”
She says another challenge is “people who assume that a disabled person cannot have a
child let alone an able-bodied child. Some people will even go to an extent of asking if it really
is my child”, Mosioua reflects.
There are moments though, when support is needed, and these women are often grateful
for the support that they receive from friends - most importantly from family.

pregnancy later,” says the Benoni resident. “I was concerned how I would handle it and what if

“My mother has been there even before birth and she has been co-parenting with me

the baby got too big. Luckily I never got big and I never really had hectic morning sickness. My

since day one,” says Mosioua. “I don’t think I would have coped without my mother’s immense

pregnancy was good if I can say so,” says Mosioua, who is in her late 30s.

support. She has been amazing - I’ll forever be grateful for her support. She is still supporting

Socially, the environment within which women with disabilities raise their children is not
accommodating and welcoming. They say they often feel discriminated against, especially in
social surroundings and engaging with other people.
“I think that all first time mothers face lots of challenges but my ultimate challenge was that I

me even now.”
Being a single parent is a challenge to anyone, and these mothers with disability are no
exception. They say although the fathers provide financial support for the children, what is often
lacking is the fathers’ availability and emotional support.

wanted to do everything that new mothers do - like looking after my son on my own, and being

“I teach my son that we are all different and that me being in a wheelchair is not a big deal

totally independent. Another challenge came when I had to travel with my three-year-old alone

because I can do anything for him, and being different is also unique. He knows I can’t walk

because kids easily get distracted and I always have to remind him to stay next to me,” says

and there are other people like me and they have kids that can walk. What matters is that we

Moloka.

are mothers and we all love our kids,” Moloka says.

Mosioua, on the other hand, is frustrated by the things she cannot do with her son due to
physical restraints.
“I am not able to play soccer with my son, or do some of the things many six year olds do like flying kites and running around, and I do communicate with him, especially when I can tell
that he really wants to engage in a certain activity.
“I think he does not understand why mommy is on crutches, but he has adapted to my
disability. I compensate by taking him shopping and going out. At the end of the day I do not

Watching the interaction between these mothers and their children, one is able to see the
connection. There is a deep-rooted understanding. It is as though the child understands the
mother’s limitations and is able to compensate for them.
Mothers with disabilities provide just as much love, care, nurturing and support to their
children, regardless of the societal and environmental barriers that they face on a daily basis.
They take things a day at a time and they have built a harmonious relationship that enables
their children to thrive.
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TETA

EMPOWERS
RIVONI SCHOOL
FOR THE BLIND
IN LIMPOPO

TETA and Rivoni School staff at the handover ceremony

The Transport Education and Training Authority (TETA) sponsored Rivoni School for the Blind

workshop is aimed at empowering the teachers with knowledge about different career paths

in Njhaka-Njhaka Village, in Limpopo Province, with a braille embosser machine. The recent

and opportunities as well as skills development programmes within the transport sector.

official handover ceremony became a demonstration of talent, bravery and brilliance of the

In June 2006, the Rivoni Society for the Blind, a Non-Profit Organisation (NPO) registered

learners with their performances of gumboots dance, and traditional and classical choral music

the Rivoni School for the Blind with the Department of Education. The registration was done

received by the audience with boisterous applause.

to fulfil the NPO’s vision of “equal access to opportunities for visually impaired learners”. The

TETA recently adopted Rivoni School for the Blind, making it the 54th school to be included
in the organisation’s adopt a school initiative – through this initiative TETA provides learning
resources to enhance learning and teacher capabilities to schools in rural areas. “Rivoni” is a
xiTsonga word literally translated “light” in English.

school has learner hostels and offers mainstream scholar CAPS curriculum from Grade R to
Grade 12.
The school introduced Grade 12 classes in 2009 following the appointment of the current
principal, Constance Mabaso, in December 2008. Matric results in the past six (6) years at

“We want to ensure that the learners in this school know about the vast transport related

Rivoni as detailed below have improved drastically, putting Limpopo Province in the spotlight of

careers awaiting them… As we handover the Braille Embosser Machine, we are assured the

Grade 12 top achievers. In 2011 the school achieved 87% pass rate, 83% in 2012 and 90% in

learners and educators will be lifted to greater levels and maintain impressive matric results

2013. The school has been delivering 100% pass rate since 2014.

annually”, said TETA Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Maphefo Anno-Frempong. “This is youth

Three learners from the school, Ephodia Mudau, Zacharia Nyathi, and Hlulani Malungani

month and a special time to bring this gift – a braille embosser machine. You are investing in

were amongst top achievers in the 2016 National School Certificate (NSC) examinations in the

future presidents and ministers”, stated SGB Chairperson Mathi Mani.

special schools category. The trio was invited by Basic Education Minister Angie Motshekga to

In conjunction with the handover ceremony, TETA hosted over one-hundred (100) educators
from the Vhembe District to a teacher capacitation workshop. The teacher capacitation

DISABILITY & DATING

attend the award ceremony in Midrand early this year.
Story by Agnes Malesa

“Dating comes with many risks for people with disabilities, especially women as they are
most likely to suffer abuse and sexual assault in the hands of a wrong partner.
The sad thing is that they don’t report it as they feel that no one would ever love them, so
they stay in the abusive relationship. Women with disabilities should be careful when trying

By Thuthula Sodumo
It seems like every time someone asks me about dating they are not expecting me to say
“Yes I am dating”. It shocks them every time and without tact from their side they will always
ask, ”But how do you have sex?…What does your family say? Are they happy about it??
These questions go on and on with condescending tones. In many instances, I resort to
sarcasm and I have grown a thick skin but even the best of us crumble. This has made me
highly paranoid and sceptical of every man that pursues me and I end up self-sabotaging.
Zintle Godongwana, a 30-year-old receptionist from Bisho, Eastern Cape, has had similar
dating experiences as a woman with cerebral palsy.

online dating as there are many weirdoes who are just twisted and after a good time. Trust your
instinct and be careful always.”
Even though it seems the negatives outweigh the positives, there are many feel good stories
about women with disabilities who have found love. Their partners were able to see beyond the
physical traits and the stigmas of dating a person with a disability.
Lazola Nyongo, 28, is an independent woman with blount disease (a growth disorder of the
tibia (shin bone) that causes the lower leg to angle inward, resembling a bowleg). Lazola says,
“I was very lucky to have a man who understood me and was always willing to learn and
know more about my disability. He was open and curious. I also found that the environment he

“The moment I started working it seemed like family members had unsolicited dating advice

was working in had an influence in how he viewed me and my disability. The downfall of him

for me and mostly it was about these “users/opportunists’’ that will only want to date me for my

overlooking my disability is the fact that when I really needed support regarding disability issues

money. This added to the list of insecurities I have as a woman with disabilities. It made me

that cause constant shin bone pains, he didn’t understand fully.

paranoid. I could never really give anyone a chance because what if they are a wolf in sheep’s

He didn’t get how with all my operations that were supposed to ‘fix’ me I was still in so much

clothing. What if everyone is correct, that no one would ever love me truly unless I offer them

pain and how I was always exhausted from doing what he said was absolutely nothing. So the

something.’’

constant exhaustion meant no sex, and no sex meant fights but in every other aspect he was

Having a disability means you constantly deal with inaccurate assumptions.
‘’When I finally did get someone who was considered successful and who had his own
money, there were always those stares of disapproval. I know the stares I have been disabled

a sweetheart.”
A male perspective is provided by Kgomotso Meso, 28, who has myelomeningocele (a
defect of the spine, the most serious type of spina bifida). He says,

long enough to recognize them,” Zintle says. “I remember one time we went to dinner, the

“I am always open about my feelings. From the first encounter I make sure my intentions

waitress who was serving us was flirting openly with him. She even called him my brother

are known, what I expect from the other people, what I’m offering and so forth. I cannot change

because, to her, there was no way it could be the other way. These situations completely

my physical appearance, and I make sure no one belittles or ridicules me because of how I

dented our relationship because I refused to go out with him in public places.

walk etc. and I always make sure that there’s comparability and conformability.

“One time he was hailed as a hero by a bunch of churchgoers for being kind enough to fall in

I always inform people about my disability, answer all the questions (that I’m able to) when

love with me. I was lucky to have him and for him to see beyond my disability. Our environment

they arise. I always say, communication is the best when it comes to the art of companionship.

shapes our thinking, the people you surround yourself with influence the way you do things

So I tackle the prejudice with information. It doesn’t often work out, but at least when we part

without even realising it.That’s what killed our relationship - the outside influences. I crumbled

ways, I leave them with as much info as I can,” Kgomotso says.

under the pressure of not being an “ideal ’’makoti”,” says Zintle.
According to Kate Malon a 35-year-old from Cape Town who is an administrator of a group
on Facebook which discusses disability and dating issues amongst women with disabilities;

People with disabilities are human and deserve the best of what this life has to offer too.
They add value to this world and are deserving of respect, dignity and love like every other
human.
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DYNAMIC ROLE MODELS SPEAK OUT
By Regina-Mary Ndlovu
The three personalities featured here all have albinism and are breaking the silence of the struggles that persons with albinism are facing in our society- by raising awareness and campaigning to
stop discrimination and the killing of persons with albinism. Based in Johannesburg and Pretoria, these stars share their stories, determination and victory over many odds.
•

Puleng Cassidy Molebatsi: 29, producer, presenter and actress

•

Simba Gozo: 30, model, former radio show co-host at Cliff Central and entrepreneur

•

Anneline Mathiba: 27, customer service agent at OR Tambo International Airport, actress, model and Miss South Africa United Nations 2017 finalist

1. HOW WAS IT LIKE GROWING UP? HOW WERE YOU TREATED IN THE COMMUNITY

fulfill our true purposes in Life. Albinism is a gift I cherish. It has made me a stronger person.

AND AT SCHOOL?

Puleng Cassidy Molebatsi

Simba Gozo
Growing up was hard as most people fear what they do not understand. Therefore I was
teased and bullied which led to me deciding to either be bullied or bully back. I chose to bully
back. I learnt to fight back from a young age.
Puleng Cassidy Molebatsi
I honestly had quite a fun and carefree childhood. As a young girl with albinism in my
township I was always the centre of attention and I loved it. At home I was treated as a special
child and my family gave me all the attention I needed. When I wasn’t at home I always got
the stares and small children always wanted to know if I was a doll or white as I had big curly
blonde hair. So the attention was always there. I enjoyed it and grew up to appreciate it. Now I
always look my best because I know someone is always looking at me. So I always give them
something to look at.
Anneline Mathiba
Growing up, I was the egg of the family. I was appreciated, mostly by mum and dad. The
community knew me and they understood me and nothing happened to me on the street while
they were there. They protected me.
At school other kids were sceptical around me. Others said, “Touch her hair so that your
mother does not have a child like her”. But still, my family backed me up. They told me who I
was and where I was from and how beautiful I am. That mattered to me and because of that
foundation, no one out there is able to break it. A tree is known by its fruit. Thank you to my

It’s simply lack of melanin that causes no pigmentation of the skin and hair.
Anneline Mathiba
Albinism to me is unique. It’s my own kind of beauty. It’s a very special shade of black - my
own tone. Albinism to me is beautiful and I’m proud of it.
4. WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE TO THE YOUTH?
Simba Gozo
If anyone looks up to me as a role model, I will say this: Do not allow anyone to dictate your
dreams and aspirations as your dream is just your actions and decisions, so believe in the
beauty of your dream.
Puleng Cassidy Molebatsi
You teach people how to treat you. You are not who or what they call you BUT who you
answer to. Be different and embrace it. Being typical is boring. Be you and stand out.
Anneline Mathiba
No matter the challenges that you encounter with every breath of fresh air that you breathe
every day, stay in school get an education first and then pursue your goals and dreams. But you
need an education first to get to communicate with the world out there and, most importantly,
make your parents proud.
5. WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE GOALS?
Simba Gozo - My Plans for the future will be revealed soon.

family - I have strength for a lifetime. I’m proud to have albinism.

Puleng Cassidy Molebatsi - A lot of projects. I cannot reveal as yet.

2. WHAT WERE YOUR DREAMS AND GOALS WHEN YOU WERE YOUNG AND HAVE YOU

show. The sky is the limit for me too.

ACHIEVED THEM?
Simba Gozo
My dreams and goals as a young boy were to be a successful businessman and entertainer.
Some would say I have been successful but I keep moving the goal post to keep challenging
myself to do better.
Puleng Cassidy Molebatsi
I always wanted to present and act for television. I used to practice presenting in front of my
mirror at home. I and my cousins used to pretend to be on Jam Alley and I was always V Mash
each time we played.
I have not yet arrived at the stage I want to be at in my career. All the hard work I have put
in is only to lay a solid foundation. I am yet to see the change I am working towards. I have
been in the industry for five years now and the entire five years I’ve spent paving my way in the
industry as there are no roles for girls such a me, and there definitely was no one in the news
department with albinism before I started working with the channel in 2013.
Anneline Mathiba
I always wanted to be a veterinarian as a little girl I didn’t know anything about modelling. I
loved to help animals and to take care of them.

Anneline Mathiba - To be a full-time model, actress, TV show presenter and a DJ for a radio

6. CAN ALL VOICES OF ALBINISM TOGETHER TAKE YOU CLOSER TO FREEDOM FOR
ALL?
Simba Gozo
For all to have freedom, all must help as this is an education process that needs to be taught
at grassroots level from a young age. Children to need understand we are not all the same in
appearance, as well as that we are faced with different challenges. We are one but we are not
packaged the same.
Puleng Cassidy Molebatsi
I believe it’s possible. First and most important, people with albinism need to understand
their rights. There is a lot of empowerment that’s needed for people with albinism. They need
to be brave enough to fight and challenge the myths and stereotypes.
Anneline Mathiba
We need to educate Africa. We need to educate those in rural areas and in townships.
We need to teach people that we are human beings like everyone else. We do not have any
magical powers. There is nothing special about a person with albinism. We need to play a big
role in the awareness of persons with albinism not only on a marked calendar – June 13th
[International Albinism Awareness Day] or September Albinism Month – but we need to speak

3. WHAT IS ALBINISM IN YOUR OWN WORDS AND UNDERSTANDING?

out every day and teach people about humanity just like the history of our struggle has taught

Simba Gozo

us and gave us this freedom.

Albinism to me used to be a hardship I carried, something I hated due to all the bullying I
received as a child, all the discrimination and teasing from others. I have come a long way from
hating myself to loving myself a lot. Some people say I love myself too much - I do not care.
Albinism has taught me that we all are faced with challenges which we have to overcome to

Information changes situations. Hopefully, our great, dynamic role models are just the
inspiration for others to let their voices be heard.
Our future generation needs role modes. We are all part of the battle. Even if we are on
different battlefields, all our voices together represent the future.
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COMRADES 2017 CONQUERED!
On 04 June Jean Altomari from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania became the first self-propelled

line, but to do it together. In this race, each person is celebrated and each person is supported

wheelchair athlete to complete the Comrades Marathon and did so in an impressive 10 Hours

to do their best. Getting my back to back medal with 8 minutes to spare was both terrifying

and 16 Minutes.

and exhilarating all at the same time. It truly does take all of us to make the Comrades the

Seven years ago Jean was in a motor vehicle accident and as a result is now a paraplegic

phenomenal race that it is.

and wheelchair user. Her love for sports soon led her to hand-cycling and competing as a

Anita Engelbrecht: Although Team Blitsige Blitsie is disappointed we are not embarrassed

wheelchair athlete in running events. She first became interested in participating in this

by our achievement of completing 66 kilometres of this gruelling race. As we all know “Life is

gruelling race after reading up about Chaeli Mycroft and Anita Engelbrecht who became the

like a box of chocolates, you never know what you are going to get”. We will be back again next

first wheelchair athletes to successfully participate and complete the Comrades Marathon in

year and look forward to doing it all again!

2016.

Jean, Chaeli and Anita believe that people living with disabilities should be given the same

After months of dedicated training Jean arrived in Durban ready to take on the 89km uphill

opportunities as able-bodied individuals. They believe in building an inclusive society for all

race and was awarded a bronze medal. There were extremely challenging moments along the

and they are using their Comrades Marathon as a fundraiser to support the Chaeli Sports and

route but she gave it everything she had and made history! When asked about her achievement

Recreation Club.

Jean had this to say “My internal mantra during the process of getting to the starting line of the
Comrades Marathon was that it is known as the ultimate human race and before anything else;

The team has had incredible support and their main sponsors, TFG and Totalsports have
assisted the team with various aspects including their kit.

female, American, paralyzed; I am human. As with all the other participants I was seeking the
experience of it. It was a more phenomenal and pinnacle life experience than I anticipated.”
Joining Jean in successfully completing the Comrades Marathon was Team Beastie, made

The CSRC will continue to advocate for the rights of differently abled athletes to compete in
mainstream sporting activities. Jean, Team Beastie and Blitsige Blitsie feel strongly in creating
opportunities for other differently-abled athletes.

up of Chaeli Mycroft and her running partner, Barnie Cilliers from Maluti Multisport Club in

Story Supplied

Bethlehem, who were awarded Vic Clapham medals for finishing in 11 Hours 51 Minutes 51
seconds. This was Chaeli’s second medal after completing her back to back marathon this
year. Team Beastie were assisted by Srikanth Karumuri from Brackenfell Running Club at
watering stations and along the route. Although Barnie was the sole pusher, Sri’s role was
incredibly valuable in their successful finish after a very hot, hard run.
Team Blitsige Blitsie, made up of Anita Engelbrecht and her running partner, Hilton Murray
sadly did not complete the Comrades Marathon this year. The team faced several challenges
including watering stations which ran out of water and cramping. Hilton and Anita missed the
Umlaas Road cut off time by 1 minute and 31 seconds.
This is what Jean, Chaeli and Anita had to say when they were asked about their Comrades
experience:
Jean Altomari: Volunteers, spectators and my family & friends who gave their support from
afar, they each were pertinent to this experience. Comrades and its characteristics draws
humans together and creates a community that supports each individual through their own
personal journey up to, and through, the race. My gratitude for that experience, and to my
Comrades community, will stay with me always.
Chaeli Mycroft: Comrades Marathon is so much more than an Ultra Marathon. It is one
place where it doesn’t matter what your background is, the colour of your skin, who you love,
or what level of ability you have. Everyone on the road has one purpose – to get to the finish

Chaeli, Barnie and Jean just before the race

BASKETBALL STAR CLINCHES US SCHOLARSHIP
By GIFT NDOLWANE
JOHANNESBURG, (CAJ News) – South African wheelchair basketball star, Steven Walgenbach, has
soared above physical disability by securing a lucrative scholarship in the United States.
The Limpopo-born Paralympian (19) who captains the Under 23 national side, has clinched a deal with the
University of Texas where beginning August, he will juggle between computer science studies and basketball.
Speaking in an exclusive interview, the teenager disclosed his dreams of becoming one of the greatest
Paralympians in the history of South Africa. “It feels great that I am achieving all these goals that I set out to
achieve at the beginning,” Walgenbach said.
The teenager hopes his American stint would motivate other team members to follow his path.
“There are lots of opportunities to play,” he said. “If you work hard, you can achieve what you set out to
achieve. There are vast opportunities.”
The inspirational captain mentioned Marius Pafenfus and Richard Nortje as his role models because of
their great contribution in Paralympic sports.
The scholarship comes a solace for Walgenbach who missed out at the recent Under 23 World Wheelchair
Basketball Championship (WWBC) in Canada and a pre-tournament in Dubai due to injury.
Hailed as the “Christiano Ronaldo” of the junior side, his absence would be sorely felt as the South Africans
returned home with the wooden spoon after finishing rock-bottom at 12th.
UT Arlington’s Movin’ Mavs wheelchair basketball team has won seven national championships.
They have a rich history of leading the nation in intercollegiate wheelchair basketball, exemplified by
Steven’s star is rising

offering full athletic scholarships to team players.
– CAJ News
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